
   This is Tokyo’s largest area of wind flowers. In Daimon 
area, wind flowers grow  naturally along the steep boundary 
line of Musashino Terrace, extending 10-20 meters inward 
and 200 meters in the east-west direction. 
   The boundary line of Musashino Terrace, which goes across 
Itabashi Ward, is an inclined surface on the northward side. 
It is populated with luxuriant clusters of trees, maintaining 
a canvas cover from the heat of summer. From late autumn 
to early spring, trees and leaves wither letting the sun shine 
directly, in stark contrast to summer. The Wind flowers 
continue growth from generation to generation in this 
special environment. As well as being a representation of 
wind flowers, there are many plants, which are extremely 
rare in Tokyo, existing around the boundary line area, one of 
the key features of Musashino Terrace.
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  Akatsuka Park area unfolds along the Arakawa River. It is also 
called Akatsuka Land, owing to the fertile land. The falconry hunting 
ground of the Tokugawa shogunate was also opened here.
    At the end of the Edo period, western countries gradually 
moved toward the industrial revolution. They were eager to 
exploit new colonies in Asia. These threats from the military 
forces of western countries lead to the long-standing isolationist 
policies of the Edo shogunate. Therefore, Shuhan Takashima, 
whose name is closely related to was appointed in the 11 years 
(1814) of the Bunka, became the head of  Nagasaki-cho for the 
Dejima preparation field. He learned artillery techniques from 
the Dutch in Dejima and completed the high island artillery. In 
the 11 years (1840) of the Tenpo, he presented the urgency of 
developing Western guns through “Tenpo Josho”. to the Edo 
shogunate, the next year, the 12th year (1841) of the Tenpo, 
Shuhan Takashima held the first live-fire exercise of Western 
guns and techniques in Japan. Through the public demonstration 
of the cavalry, he showed Western military to people of the 
day and became famous for his presentation. Itabashi Historical 
Museum is adjacent to Shougetsuin and Akatsuka Park. The 
latter two places were the residences of the generals at that 
time. The museum exhibits items which are related to Shuhan 
Takashima all year round. 

    Starting from Daimon area, across a foot bridge, there is a 
small, steep hill. This hill is the center of the Akatsuka Castle 
Ruins. Now, the hill has become prune grove. In the middle of 
the Muromachi period, Koretane Chiba, who was controlled 
by the power of Dokan OTA in the second year (1456) of the 
Kosho, was active as the custodian of Akatsuka Castle for a 
period. 

Basic Information on the Park

Opening day June 1, Showa 49 (1974) 

255,480.40m2

3-chome Takashimadaira, Itabashi-ku, Tokyo
Tokumaru 7 and 8 chome, Yotsuba 2-chome, Daimon, 
Akatsuka 4, 5, and 8 chome

1. Take the Toei Subway Mita Line, get off at 
"Takashimadaira Station", then walk for 8 minutes.
2. Take the Tobu Tojo Line, get off at Shimo-Akatuska 
Station for the Kokusai Kogyo Bus (towards the 
Takashimadaira bus yard), and get off at the 
Takashimadaira Police Station and walk for 3 minutes.
3. At Tobu Nerima, transfer to the Kokusai Kogyo 
Bus (towards Ukima-Funado Station, towards 
Takashimadaira), get off at Takashimadaira Police 
Station and then walk for 3 minutes.
4. Get off at Narimasu Station and transfer to the 
Kokusai Kogyo Bus (in the direction of Takashimadaira 
bus yard), get off at Akatuska Park station, then walk 
for 1 minute to the Parking lot (charge for 24 hours)

Akatsuka Park Service Center (Park Related Affairs Office)

Tel: 03-3938-5715  3-1 Takashimadaira, Itabashi-ku, 175-0082, Tokyo
(8:30 am-5:30 pm, except  the new year and year-end holidays)

Guest Support Center (information consultation section of the association’s 
general situation) 

Tel: 03-3232-3038 
(8:30 am-5:30 pm, except  the new year and year-end holidays)

Baseball field, tennis court, track and field stadium, 
barbecue plaza, fountain (Jabujabu Pond), etc.
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